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	enterFactsOfCase: The firm is in the business of providing home care companion services. The individual provided her services for the firm’s clients as acaregiver for the years 2011 and 2012.  The monies she received for the services she provided were reported on Forms 1099-MISC.  The worker stated she attended an orientation when she was interviewed for the position.  She did not need additional training from the firm because she had the necessary skills to provide her services.  The worker received her assignments verbally from the firm and an initial meeting was arranged at the firm’s clients’ home.  A description of the work assignments was provided by the firm.  The worker’s responsibilities included meal preparation, dispensing medication, driving clients to appointments, pet care, and assisting with personal hygiene.  The worker was required to contact the firm for any schedule changes or requests for time off.  She was required to complete and submit daily activity logs in order to receive her pay. A schedule was determined between the firm and the firm’s clients and the firm was notified with any necessary changes.  The firm contends that the worker determined her hours and used her own methods.  She provided these services on the firm’s clients’ premises and it was understood that she would provide these services personally.  If any substitutes or helpers were needed, it was the firm’s responsibility to hire and pay them.      The firm’s clients provided all the necessary supplies and equipment the worker needed to provide her services such as: the workplace, medication, food, and cleaning supplies. The worker received reimbursements for any business related mileage expenses incurred.  The firm’s clients’ paid the firm directly and the firm determined the level of payment.  The worker received an hourly wage for the services she provided.  The worker stated she signed a non-compete agreement that prohibited her from providing services for the firm’s clients one year after termination.  The worker stated she received paid holidays. She did not maintain a business or business license or advertise to provide services of a similar nature.  Both parties retained the right to terminate the relationship without incurring penalty or liability.  In fact, the relationship ended when the worker resigned after giving the firm two weeks’ notice.    
	enterAnalysis: The firm instructed the worker regarding the performance of her services.  A worker who is required to comply with another person’s instructions about when, where, and how he or she is to work is ordinarily an employee.  This control factor is present if the person or persons for whom the services are performed have the right to require compliance with instructions.  Some employees may work without receiving instructions because they are highly proficient and conscientious workers or because the duties are so simple or familiar to them.  Furthermore, the instructions, that show how to reach the desired results, may have been oral and given only once at the beginning of the relationship.  The payer retained the right, if necessary to protect their business interest, to determine or change the methods used by the worker to perform her assignments.  If a worker must perform services in the order or sequence set by the person or persons for whom the services are performed, that factor shows that the worker is not free to follow the worker’s own patterns of work.  Often, because of the nature of an occupation, the person or persons for whom the services are performed do not set the order of the services or set the order infrequently.  However, if the person or persons retain the right to control the order or sequence of the work, this is sufficient to indicate an employer-employee relationship.  The facts show that the worker was subject to certain restraints and conditions that were indicative of the payer’s control over the worker.  A requirement that the worker submit regular or written reports to the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates a degree of control.  The worker had a continuous relationship with the payer as opposed to a single transaction.  A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists.  A continuing relationship may exist where work is performed in frequently recurring although irregular intervals.  The worker rendered her services personally.  If the services must be rendered personally, presumably the person or persons for whom the services are performed are interested in the methods used to accomplish the work as well as in the results.  If the work is performed on the premises of the person or persons for whom the services are performed, that factor suggests control over the worker, especially if the work could be done elsewhere.  Work done off the premises of the person or persons receiving the services, such as at the office of the worker, indicates some freedom from control.  However, this fact by itself does not mean that the worker is not an employee.  The importance of this factor depends on the nature of the service involved and the extent to which an employer generally would require that employees perform such services on the employer’s premises.  Control over the place of work is indicated when the person or persons for whom the services are performed have the right to compel the worker to travel a designated route, to canvass a territory within a certain time, or to work at specific places as required.  The worker’s services were under the payer’s supervision. The payer provided the worker with the necessary equipment and materials.  The fact that the person or persons for whom the services are performed furnish significant tools, materials, and other equipment tends to show the existence of an employer-employee relationship.  Her pay was based on an hourly rate.  Payment by the hour, week, or month generally points to an employer-employee relationship, provided that this method of payment is not just a convenient way of paying a lump sum agreed upon as the cost of a job.  In such instances, the payer assumes the hazard that the services of the worker will be proportionate to the regular payments.  This action warrants the assumption that, to protect its investment, the payer has the right to direct and control the performance of the workers.  Also, workers are assumed to be employees if they are guaranteed a minimum salary or are given a drawing account of a specified amount that need not be repaid when it exceeds earnings.  The worker could not have incurred a loss in the performance of her services for the payer, and did not have any financial investment in a business related to the services performed.  The worker worked under the firm’s name, and her work was integrated into the firm’s business.  The above facts do not reflect a business presence for the worker, but rather, strongly reflect the payer’s business.  The fact that the worker was not closely monitored would not carry sufficient weight to reflect a business presence for the worker.  In fact, many individuals are hired due to their expertise or conscientious work habits and close supervision is often not necessary. The right to discharge a worker is a factor indicating that the worker is an employee and the person possessing the right is an employer.  An employer exercises control through the threat of dismissal, which causes the worker to obey the employer’s instructions.  An independent contractor, on the other hand, cannot be fired so long as the independent contractor produces a result that meets the contract specifications.   Either the payer or the worker could terminate the agreement.      Based on the common-law principles, the payer had the right to direct and control the worker.  The worker shall be found to be an employee for Federal tax purposes.   



